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TCSJOHNHUXLEY prepares to light up ICE 2019 with new innovations
TCSJOHNHUXLEY the leader in research, development, services and innovation in the live gaming space,
is pleased once again to be exhibiting at ICE-Totally Gaming in London this February. The company will
be showcasing some new and exciting innovations in addition to its world renowned core products which
have become industry benchmarks combining quality, innovation, reliability and security.
ICE sees the European debut of Blaze Craps which joins other Blaze products on show - Roulette and
Money Wheel. Like all products in the suite, Blaze Craps features eye-catching energy efficient LED lights
fitted below the surface of the gaming table which display unique ‘attract sequences’ and custom-themed
animations, while also highlighting winning numbers.

First launched at G2E in October, it has proved very popular with US operators and is expected to create
similar interest in Europe. Not seen as often in this region as it can be difficult for novice players to grasp,
Blaze Craps addresses these issues by highlighting winning numbers and light sequences to confirm
various stages of the game making it quick and easy for players to understand and for dealers and
security staff to monitor the game.
A full range of TCSJOHNHUXLEY number displays will be on show highlighting the new Ora display
portfolio. The impressive Ora Grande features sleek curved lines incorporating a large 32 inch screen
which provides excellent visibility from multiple angles right across the gaming floor. Slimline LED’s border
the frame profile to provide eye-catching attract modes that can cycle through multiple colour changes or
can be integrated to display software to reflect key stages of the game.
Alongside this will be the striking Ora Glo with LED’s that surround the entire display frame that can cycle
up to 12 different colours to identify trends or display attract modes and the Ora Luxe which offers visually
stunning frames incorporating laser cut designs with inset LED’s. Available in various sizes and suitable
for all game types, there’s a display for every operators requirement.
Building great products has been the standard for TCSJOHNHUXLEY since its inception and the next
generation Chipper Champ Pro does not disappoint. This latest model has been developed to incorporate
all the key attributes of the Chipper Champ 2, but packs a punch with even greater security and
operational features that bring unbeatable benefits to the casino. Also on show will be our world-renowned
Roulette wheel range featuring stunning designs, from unique veneers to vibrant eye-catching finishes,
all exquisitely crafted with unbeatable security, durability and reliability built in to every component.

To see these new offerings and the full TCSJOHNHUXLEY product portfolio visit Stand S6-250 - the
team looks forward to welcoming you.
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